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A brief history 
of cosmology
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Expanding Universe
History of the discovery

Ø 1914, Slipher:  farther the « nebula »
(galaxy) is from us, the more it seems to be escaping away 
Ø 1927, Lemaître: solutions of Einstein General Relativity for a 
non static universe Þ velocity proportional to distance.

Lemaître Hubble

Ø 1929, Hubble: Relation 
distance – velocity thanks to 
cepheid in extragalactic 
“nebula ”

Lobs∝ L0/R2

Period of cepheid → L01 Mpc

500 km/s

1 parsec= 3 light years



How do we measure velocity? 

Redshift 
Doppler effect
V/c=(l-l0)/l0=z

Stars spectra 
absorption lines

nm

Ha

Hb

Hd
Balmer’s
Serie



Expanding Universe 
Hubble’s law

V=H0d
Ø Measurement of the velocity of 
galaxies with their redshift (z)
Doppler effect : V/c=(l-l0)/l0=z
Ø Increasing z  Þ Back in time

Deep field 
observed by HST

What value of H0?
Ø Controversial and controverted measurement.

What about gravitation?
Ø It will slow the expansion of the universe for dark 

matter - Deceleration. 
Ø It will accelerate the expansion of the universe 

for “repulsive” matter - Acceleration. 5



Discovery of Dark Matter
Zwicky, 1933

Coma Cluster

Zwicky

“Invisible” matter
Ø Galaxy cluster.
Ø Peculiar velocity of galaxies 
too high. 
ØViriel theorem.
Ø Galaxies are about  1-10% of 
the total mass.



1970: how to weigh galaxies?

Voie Lactée:
Mhalo~  10 x Mvisible

Constant rotation curve

Halo of 
Dark Matter

Newton Law 

Ec +Ep = 0

Vrot =
2GM
R

Galactic rotation curves
Ø Final proof by measuring the 
velocity of stars within galaxies
ØWork of Vera Rubin and Kent 
Ford in the 70’
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Dark energy
Acceleration of Universe expansion
Ø In 1998 revolution of cosmology 
with standard candles, SNIa
Ø SNIa were dimmer (~0.2 mag), 
~10% further away than expected  
with Ωm =1

w=PDE/rDE=w0+waz/(1+z)

0.0 1.0Redshit

Perlmutter, 
et al. (1998)

Concordance Model
Ø LCDM with GR
Ø Study of the nature of DE



Inflation  
Deep field 

observed by HST
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Horizon problem
Ø Two photons in opposite direction 
cannot communicates between them.
Ø Temperature of CMB almost 
identical in all the directions.
Ø A simple solution: very fast 
inflation of the Universe to keep 
causality of photons (A. Guth 1979)

Inflation framework
Ø Density energy stay almost 
constant (”slow roll” model)

ØTypically, the Universe 
expanded by a factor of about e60

�̇�
𝑎
= 8𝜋𝐺𝜌/3 = H = cste

𝑎 ∝ 𝑒12



Open questions in Cosmology 
Deep field 

observed by HST
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H0
Ø Tension between local measurement and CMB

Dark Energy  
Ø BAO: the new standard ruler

Gravitation  
Ø RSD: Test of GR at cosmological distances

Inflation  
Ø Non-gaussianities with 3D survey and CMB
Ø Polarization of B modes in CMB

Mass of neutrinos  
Ø Multi-probe approach, CMB, WL….

Many topics not covered in this talk  
Ø Dark matter, Warm Dark matter, Galaxy evolution…



CMB
-

H0 contreversy
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CMB discovery

Ø 380 000 years: Recombination: Universe becomes transparent.
Ø 1964: Discovered ”by chance” by Penzias and Wilson
(uniform radio “noise” at 7.5 cm ⟶ 2.7 K) 
Ø 1989-1992: Satellite COBE

Ø Perfect black body with a temperature T=2.725K !
Ø Extremely small anisotropies of 1/10000 degrees….

COBE-FIRAS

COBE-DMR



Planck: more and more precise measurements
Ø ESA/CNES satellite launched in May  
2009 toward L2 (1.5 M km from Earth)
Ø Measurement of TFDC=2.7K 

at 1/100 000
Ø Bolometers cooled at 0.1 K
Ø ~3-year observation program 

2.7K
~160 GHz

Planck maps
Ø Maps of the whole sky 
for 9 different frequencies
Ø Separation of the 
components (CMB, galactic 
dust, experimental noise…).  



What do we learn with these maps?

CMB anisotropies
ØAngular size of the 
fluctuations
Ø Conversion : angle 
q®multipôle l = 180O/q
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Universe content seen by Planck

Light particles 
relativistic 
(neutrinos)

Radiation 
(photons)
Atoms 

(ordinary 
matter,  

hydrogen, 
helium)

Dark Matter
(SUSY, 
axions..)

ØStarting from power spectrum (acoustic 
oscillations), we derive the content of the 
Universe,  380 000 years ago. 



From CMB to today

Dark Matter

Atoms 
(gas, stars, 

planets)

Dark 
Energy

Ø From Friedmann equation, we can predict the evolution of 
Universe components 

Ø Consistent with Universe observed by  supernovae

H 2 =
a
a
!

"
#
$

%
&

2

=
8πG

3
ρ −

kc2

a2 +
Λc2

3
          a∝ 1

1+ z



Local measurement of H0
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Fig. 10.— Complete distance ladder. The simultaneous agreement of pairs of geometric and

Cepheid-based distances (lower left), Cepheid and SN Ia-based distances (middle panel) and SN

and redshift-based distances provides the measurement of the Hubble constant. For each step,

geometric or calibrated distances on the x-axis serve to calibrate a relative distance indicator on

the y-axis through the determination of M or H0. Results shown are an approximation to the

global fit as discussed in the text.

SN-Ia with 
cepheids 

in their host 
galaxy

Local cepheids 
calibrated by their parallax

Distant SN-Ia
providing the H0

measurement

Distance ladder
Ø Parallaxes
Ø Cepheids
Ø SN-Ia

Comparison to CMB
Ø Indirect measurement of 
H0 through the evolution of 
the Univers assuming LCDM 
since CMB (z=1100)

4.4s tension
CMB:  H0 = 67.4 ± 0.5 
SNIa: H0 = 74.0 ± 1.4 

SH0es, Riess et al., 2019 



H0licow – lensed quasars
Deep field 

observed by HST
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5.3s

4 images 
of the same

quasars 

The lens:
a galaxy

Principles 
Ø Study of the time-delay for 
each image
Ø Several lensed quasars
Ø Main uncertainty: 
quantification of the mass 
profile around the lensing galaxy 



H0 and Gravitational Waves?  
Deep field 

observed by HST

19

H0 = 70+12
-8

Principles 
Ø Binary neutron star merger 
Ø Measurement of distance with 
the GW
Ø Measurement of the redshift 
with the optical counterpart 
(host galaxy)

Prospects 
Ø Measurement at 10% with one BNS
Ø ~10 BNS merger expected by year
Ø In O3, since April only 2-3 BNS 
alerts
Ø Expect a few % of accuracy within 
a few years



Dark Energy 
and GR

-
BAO and RSD
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Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

A 3D measurements 
Ø Position of acoustic peak
Ø Transverse direction:
Dq = rs/(1+z)/DA(z) 
Þ Sensitive to angular distance DA(z) 
Ø Radial direction (along the line of sight):
Dz = rs×H(z)/c
Þ Sensitive to Hubble parameter H(z) 21Dz

D
q

BAO distance
Ø Non-uniform distribution of 
galaxies, they form in  overdense
shells about 100 Mpc.h-1 in radius.
Ø Excess in the correlation function 
at ~100 Mpc.h-1

Þ Standard Ruler
BOSS-DR11

Anderson et al., 2014 



SDSS: BOSS/eBOSS 2009-2019   

BOSS (2009→2014) 
Ø 1.2 millions of Luminous 
Red Galaxies (LRG) 

- LOW-z: 0.15<z<0.43
- CMASS: 0.43<z<0.7

Ø 170 000 quasars (z>2.1, HI 
absorption in Ly-a forests ) 22

Sloan Telescope 

!

eBOSS (2014→2019) 
Ø Redshift of LRG extended to 0.8  
Ø Emission Line Galaxies (ELG): star 
forming galaxies, z~0.85
Ø Quasars direct tracers,  0.9<z<2.2
Ø More (z>2.1) quasars with  Ly-a
forest 
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BAO in Correlation Function

Ø BOSS-only 8-s observation
Ø One percent measurement of 
BAO scale for CMASS-only !!!   

- Low-z (z~0.3): a=1.018 ±0.021 
- CMASS (z~0.6): a=1.0144 ±0.0098

BOSS-only 

BOSS-DR11. Anderson et al., 2014 

Ø Use a fiducial model to compare 
against observed features in 
spherical average statistics. 
Ø Departures quantified by dilatation 
scales a:
➡Fit of x(ar)

Planck 2018. VI. cosmological parameters



Ø Acceleration toward overdense regions
Ø Flattening in radial  direction from real 
space to redshift space (over tens Mpc)
Ø Allow us to measure action of gravity 
(5-40 Mpc) at cosmological distance (Gpc)

24

Redshift Space Distortions (RSD) 

overdense

region

Peculiar velocity

Real Space

Redshift Space
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ft
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Figure 5. The measured pre-reconstruction correlation function (left) and power spectrum (middle) in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the line of
sight, shown for the NGC only in the redshift range 0.50 < z < 0.75. In each panel, the color scale shows the data and the contours show the prediction of the
best-fit model. The anisotropy of the contours seen in both plots reflects a combination of RSD and the AP effect, and holds most of the information used to
separately constrain DM (z)/rd, H(z)rd, and f�8. The BAO ring can be seen in two dimensions on the correlation function plot. To more clearly show the
anisotropic BAO ring in the power spectrum, the right panel plots the two-dimensional power-spectrum divided by the best-fit smooth component. The wiggles
seen in this panel are analogous to the oscillations seen in the top left panel of Fig 3.

Table 4. Summary table of pre-reconstruction full-shape constraints on the parameter combinations DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
, H⇥

�
rd/rd,fid

�
, and f�8(z) derived

in the supporting papers for each of our three overlapping redshift bins

Measurement redshift Satpathy et al. Beutler et al. (b) Grieb et al. Sánchez et al.
⇠(s) multipoles P (k) multipoles P (k) wedges ⇠(s) wedges

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.38 1476 ± 33 1549 ± 41 1525 ± 25 1501 ± 27

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.51 1985 ± 41 2015 ± 53 1990 ± 32 2010 ± 30

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.61 2287 ± 54 2270 ± 57 2281 ± 43 2286 ± 37

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.38 79.3 ± 3.3 82.5 ± 3.2 81.2 ± 2.3 82.5 ± 2.4

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.51 88.3 ± 4.1 88.4 ± 4.1 87.0 ± 2.4 90.2 ± 2.5

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.61 99.5 ± 4.4 97.0 ± 4.0 94.9 ± 2.5 97.3 ± 2.7

f�8 z = 0.38 0.430 ± 0.054 0.479 ± 0.054 0.498 ± 0.045 0.468 ± 0.053
f�8 z = 0.51 0.452 ± 0.058 0.454 ± 0.051 0.448 ± 0.038 0.470 ± 0.042
f�8 z = 0.61 0.456 ± 0.052 0.409 ± 0.044 0.409 ± 0.041 0.440 ± 0.039

ods is consistent with what we observe in mocks (see Section 7.2
and Fig. 10). In all cases the µ-wedges analyses give significantly
tighter constraints than the multipole analyses, in both configura-
tion space and Fourier space. The consensus constraints, described
in §8.2 below, are slightly tighter than those of the individual wedge
analyses. At all three redshifts and for all three quantities, mapping
distance, expansion rate, and the growth of structure, the 68% con-
fidence contour for the consensus results overlaps the 68% confi-
dence contour derived from Planck 2015 data assuming a ⇤CDM
cosmology. We illustrate the combination of these full shape results
with the post-reconstruction BAO results in Fig. 11 below.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

BOSS Collaboration
Alam et al. (2016)
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Figure 16. Top panel: Monopole (blue) and quadrupole (red) and hexade-
capole (green) of correlation function of the NGC+SGC eBOSS DR14
quasar sample fitted using the CLPT-GS model (dashed line) set to the
best-fit parameters. Bottom panel: Same for the three wedges: 0< µ <1/3
(blue), 1/3< µ <2/3 (red) and 2/3< µ <1 (green).The fit is performed
from 16 h

�1
Mpc to 136 h

�1
Mpc using binwidth of 8 h

�1
Mpc. The co-

variance matrices are determined from the EZ mocks with a correction to
equalize small differences in area.

region µ > (1 � 1/480) to account for the effect of upweighting
due to close pairs (Wfocal�µ). We briefly describe the companion
papers below and outline the differences:

• The analysis reported in Gil-Marin et al. (2018) uses the power
spectrum monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole measurements
on the k-range, 0.02 6 k [hMpc�1] 6 0.30, shifting the centres
of k-bins by fractions of 1/4 of the bin size and averaging the four
derived likelihoods. Applying the TNS model along with the 2-
loop resumed perturbation theory, they are able to effectively con-
strain the cosmological parameters f�8(ze↵), H(ze↵)rs(zd) and
DA(ze↵)/rs(zd), along with the remaining ‘nuisance’ parameters,
b1�8(ze↵), b2�8(ze↵), Anoise(ze↵), and �P (ze↵), in all cases with
wide flat priors.

• Hou et al. (2018) performs an analysis using Legendre poly-
nomial with order ` = 0, 2, 4 and clustering wedges. They use the
”gRPT” to model the non-linear matter clustering and a stream-
ing model extended to one-loop contribution developed by Scoc-
cimarro (2004b) and Taruya et al. (2010) along with a nonlinear
corrected FoG term. The bias is modelled as described in Chan
& Scoccimarro (2012), which includes both local and nonlocal
contribution. Additionally, they include the modelling for spectro-
scopic redshift error. Finally, they provide constraints on f�8(ze↵),
DV(ze↵)/rd, FAP(ze↵).

• Ruggeri et al. (2018) perform a Fourier space RSD analysis

using a redshift-dependent weighting scheme that has been devel-
oped for RSD analysis (Ruggeri et al. 2017b) to measure cosmo-
logical parameters. Such a technique avoids binning in redshift and
accounts for the redshift evolution of the geometry and structure
growth parameters across the sample. The comparison presented in
this section uses the results from the traditional analysis where only
FKP weights are taken into account as they correspond to the limit
when there is no redshift dependence of the cosmological param-
eters. Moreover, the results come from the fitting of the first two
even multipoles of the power spectrum.

• Zhao et al. (2018) develop an alternative approach to ex-
tract the information in redshift and perform a joint BAO and
RSD analysis. It is also based on a power spectrum analysis us-
ing the monopole and the quadrupole only (in the k-range of
0.02 6 k [hMpc�1] 6 0.30). They construct an optimally
redshift-weighted sample and compare to a power spectrum tem-
plate based on the regularised perturbation theory up to second
order. Using four redshift-weighted power spectra, they constrain
↵?, ↵k and f�8 at four effective redshifts (0.98, 1.23, 1.53 and
1.94). The comparison presented in this section uses the traditional
weighting scheme,Wfocal, presented in this work without the addi-
tional redshift weight.

The likelihood contour constraints for the cosmological pa-
rameters f�8, H(z)rs, and DA(z)/rs at ze↵ = 1.52 for the
five analyses described above are shown in Figure 18. Each anal-
ysis uses a different model for the 2-point statistics, three are in
Fourier space and two in configuration space. Despite those differ-
ences, there is good agreement between all analyses. These con-
tours only show the statistical precision which is also similar. The
one-dimensional likelihood for each parameter better displays the
consistency between the measurements. For the three traditional
analyses (Gil-Marin et al. 2018; ?), the agreement is excellent. The
systematic errors, which are not included in these contours, are es-
timated by the different groups and found to be up to 40% of the
statistical precision.

The likelihood distribution for the two different redshift-
weighting techniques (Ruggeri et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018) when
using no redshift-dependent weights are slightly wider but remain
consistent with the others. In fact, the results from the analyses
using redshift weights are obtained by fitting the monopole and
quadrupole only. Adding the hexadecapole provides additional in-
formation that increases the sensitivity of the clustering observables
to the cosmological parameters. We report no results using the first
two even multipoles but we found that adding the hexadecapole
could improve the statistical precision by few percents which is
consistent to what is reported on table 9 of Gil-Marin et al. (2018)
in Fourier space. We refer the reader to Section 5 of each paper for
additional information on the different approaches and on the com-
parison between the redshift-dependent weights and the traditional
analysis at a singe effective redshift on the data.

We do not show any consensus plot on the other parameters
such as b�8 and �tot as each model uses a different modeling that
biases the comparison. Regarding the linear bias, we found a ⇠1�

discrepancy between the Fourier space (Gil-Marin et al. 2018) and
the configuration space (this work) that can be explained in our case
by different bias model assumptions for the non-linear bias F

00 as
reported in Section 4.3.

Two additional BAO analyses, presented in (Wang et al. 2018;
Zhu et al. 2018), are released along with this paper and comple-
ment the measurement of the spherically-averaged distance pre-
sented in Ata et al. (2017). These analyses use redshift weights ac-

MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2017)

25Zarrouk et al., (2018)

ØTest with different tracers
- BOSS: LRGs    z~0.6
- eBOSS: QSOs    z~1.5

Ø RSD clearly visible with the 
wedges splitting 
Ø Perfect agreement with GR

Wedges

Planck 2018. VI. cosmological parameters
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Figure 5. The measured pre-reconstruction correlation function (left) and power spectrum (middle) in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the line of
sight, shown for the NGC only in the redshift range 0.50 < z < 0.75. In each panel, the color scale shows the data and the contours show the prediction of the
best-fit model. The anisotropy of the contours seen in both plots reflects a combination of RSD and the AP effect, and holds most of the information used to
separately constrain DM (z)/rd, H(z)rd, and f�8. The BAO ring can be seen in two dimensions on the correlation function plot. To more clearly show the
anisotropic BAO ring in the power spectrum, the right panel plots the two-dimensional power-spectrum divided by the best-fit smooth component. The wiggles
seen in this panel are analogous to the oscillations seen in the top left panel of Fig 3.

Table 4. Summary table of pre-reconstruction full-shape constraints on the parameter combinations DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
, H⇥

�
rd/rd,fid

�
, and f�8(z) derived

in the supporting papers for each of our three overlapping redshift bins

Measurement redshift Satpathy et al. Beutler et al. (b) Grieb et al. Sánchez et al.
⇠(s) multipoles P (k) multipoles P (k) wedges ⇠(s) wedges

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.38 1476 ± 33 1549 ± 41 1525 ± 25 1501 ± 27

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.51 1985 ± 41 2015 ± 53 1990 ± 32 2010 ± 30

DM ⇥
�
rd,fid/rd

�
[Mpc] z = 0.61 2287 ± 54 2270 ± 57 2281 ± 43 2286 ± 37

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.38 79.3 ± 3.3 82.5 ± 3.2 81.2 ± 2.3 82.5 ± 2.4

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.51 88.3 ± 4.1 88.4 ± 4.1 87.0 ± 2.4 90.2 ± 2.5

H ⇥
�
rd/rd,fid

�
[km s�1Mpc�1] z = 0.61 99.5 ± 4.4 97.0 ± 4.0 94.9 ± 2.5 97.3 ± 2.7

f�8 z = 0.38 0.430 ± 0.054 0.479 ± 0.054 0.498 ± 0.045 0.468 ± 0.053
f�8 z = 0.51 0.452 ± 0.058 0.454 ± 0.051 0.448 ± 0.038 0.470 ± 0.042
f�8 z = 0.61 0.456 ± 0.052 0.409 ± 0.044 0.409 ± 0.041 0.440 ± 0.039

ods is consistent with what we observe in mocks (see Section 7.2
and Fig. 10). In all cases the µ-wedges analyses give significantly
tighter constraints than the multipole analyses, in both configura-
tion space and Fourier space. The consensus constraints, described
in §8.2 below, are slightly tighter than those of the individual wedge
analyses. At all three redshifts and for all three quantities, mapping
distance, expansion rate, and the growth of structure, the 68% con-
fidence contour for the consensus results overlaps the 68% confi-
dence contour derived from Planck 2015 data assuming a ⇤CDM
cosmology. We illustrate the combination of these full shape results
with the post-reconstruction BAO results in Fig. 11 below.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

Redshift Space Distortions
LRG

BOSS

QSO
eBOSS

BOSS Collaboration Alam et al. (2016)
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Dark Energy: Equation of state
Ø Eq. of state: w=P/r

w(z)=w0+z/(1+z).wa

Ø For LCDM:
w0 = -1
wa =  0

Ø Planck+BAO:
w0 = -0.63±0.20
wa = -1.16±0.55

Ø Planck+BAO+FS+SN:
w0 = -0.91±0.10
wa = -0.39±0.34

BOSS-DR12  Alam et al. (2016)

SN = JLA-2014
FS = Full shape



Instrument
Ø 4-m telescope at  Kitt Peak (Arizona) 
Ø Wide FoV (~ 7 deg2)
Ø Robotic positioner with 5000 fibers
Ø 10 spectrographs x 3 bands (blue, 
visible, red-NIR) ➝360-1020 nm 

New corrector
~ 7 deg2

Mayall 
4-m 

Télescope

Scientific Project 
Ø 14000 deg2 survey for 0.05<z<3.7 
Ø Main scientific goals : RSD and BAO
Ø International collaboration
Ø 74 institutions  (46 non-US)
Ø 630 members
Ø ~40 French scientists and engineers 

10 spectrographs

DESI    2020-2025   5000 fiber positioner

27

Mayall
Telescope
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DESI tracers of the Matter

6 million LRGs
0.4 < z < 1.0

Five target classes spanning redshifts z=0.05 ➔ 3.7 for clustering
DESI will explore a x30 larger volume than the SDSS map 
~35 million redshifts over 14,000 sq. degrees in five years

2.4 million QSOs 
Lya z > 2.1
Tracers 1.0 < z < 2.1

17 million ELGs
0.6 < z < 1.6

Re
ds
hif
t

0.2

0.7
1

2

4

10 million
brightest galaxies
0.05 < z < 0.4



Science with  DESI   

Improvements compared to SDSS
Ø BAO: 1 order of magnitude better s(a) ~ 0.1%    
Ø RSD: better than 1% over the full redshift range

29

BAO

RSD
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Status of DESI
Ø Optical and NIR imaging for Target Selection is completed
Ø Optical corrector is installed and commissioned 
Ø Focal plane with positioner installed and in test
Ø 6/10 spectrographs in operation
Ø October 2019: Commissioning of DESI with spectrographs
Ø Feb. 2020: Survey Validation
Ø June 2020: Science Survey starts!!! 

Corrector

Focal plane 
with positioners

6 spectrographs



Instrument
Ø ESA Satellite (launch in 2022) at L2
Ø 6 year program
Ø 14 countries + 1100 members
Ø 1.2m telescope with 0.5 deg2 FoV
Ø Two instruments (VIS, NISP) 
Ø Slitless NIR spectrograph (1 blue 
and 3 red grisms) ➝1000-2000 nm 

Mayall 
4-m 

Télescope

Scientific Project 
Ø 15000 deg2 survey for 0.9<z<1.85 
Ø For BAO and RSD:  50M galaxy 
spectra with R~250
Ø Redshift determined with Ha line
Ø Weak lensing (WL), see later in 
this talk 

Euclid  2022-2028   
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120$
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An$arBst$view$of$the$Euclid$satellite$–$courtesy$ESA$ www.euclid9ec.org$
sci.esa.int/euclid$



Euclid 
performances
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Redshift z

BOSS (2009-2014)
eBOSS (2014-2019)
DESI (2020+)

Improvements with Euclid
Ø For BAO in the  1<z<1.6 region
(but the gain is cosmic variance 
limited)
Ø Much impressive gain for RSD 

(50M galaxies to compare to 
~35M for DESI) 

Ø Higher in redshift, up to z~1.8 
even z~2.0 (region not covered 
by DESI)
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Euclid (2022+)

Redshift z

Euclid

Wiggle-z



Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer    
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MSE in a nutshell: 
Ø It will replace the 3.6-m 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
Ø 11.2 m telescope with 1.5 deg. FoV
Ø Fully dedicated to spectroscopy
Ø Positioner with 4332 fibers
Ø Low and moderate resolution:

R: 2500 → 6000
Ø Wavelength range:

Visible + NIR (J and H bands)

Program for cosmology: 
Ø A large-volume survey of high-redshift galaxies and quasars
Ø Forecasts based on the white paper:

W. Percival, Ch. Yèche et al., arXiv:1903.03158



A wide and distant cosmological survey    

Probing primordial Universe with SF galaxies and quasars
Ø Wide survey: 10,000 deg2 with ~500 observation nights
Ø Three tracers covering   1.6<z<4.0:

• Emission line galaxy (ELG): 1.6<z<2.4
• Lyman break galaxy (LBG): 2.4<z<4.0
• Quasars with Ly-a forests: 2.1<z<4.0
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Forecast for BAO and RSD
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12

Sample z n̄ V �DA/DA �H/H �DV /DV � f�8/ f�8 [%]
[10�4h3/Mpc3] [Gpc3/h3] [%] [%] [%] kmax = 0.1[h/Mpc]

ELGs 1.6 � 2.0 1.8 15.56 0.81 1.43 0.56 1.86
2.0 � 2.4 1.8 16.20 0.74 1.30 0.51 2.05

LBGs 2.4 � 2.8 1.1 16.27 0.96 1.59 0.64 2.68
2.8 � 3.2 1.1 16.00 0.94 1.54 0.63 2.94
3.2 � 3.6 1.1 15.54 0.93 1.52 0.62 3.23
3.6 � 4.0 1.1 14.99 0.94 1.52 0.62 3.59

Table 1. Forecast constraints on BAO distance precision and growth of structure precision by MSE.

of the distance-redshift relationship during the matter dominate era over the redshift range 1.6 < z < 4.0.
They would set an incredible benchmark to compare with the low redshift data, and test exotic early Dark
Energy models.

For the RSD forecasts, we follow the Fisher matrix calculation in White et al. (2009), and conservatively
use modes within the scale range of k < 0.1[h/Mpc]. The RSD parameter can be constrained to 2.1 per
cent by MSE ELGs in two redshift bins. At higher redshifts, MSE LBGs can measure RSD precision at
3.6 per cent level. These measurements rely on smaller scale observations than the BAO constraints and
so the low density of LBGs in particular limits the precision achievable. However, the measurements will
still test gravitational growth over a range of redshifts not previously probed in this way. Note that at z = 4,
for standard ⇤CDM models, f ⇠ 0.99, and we see that the RSD constraint is only weakly dependent on
the gradient of the growth rate, and gives instead a strong measurement of �8. These measurements would
therefore help to understand any remaining discrepancies between probes of structure growth, such as the
current mismatch between weak lensing and CMB predictions.

1.6. Discussion
We have shown that an instrument such as MSE can answer two of the most important remaining questions

within physics, namely determining the masses of neutrinos and providing insight into the physics of
inflation. It will do this by targeting the high redshift Universe, measuring cosmological density fluctuations
over an enormous volume - approximately 280 Gpc3. The large collecting area of MSE allows us to measure
galaxy redshifts out to z ⇠ 4 with exposure times that allow a large-area survey to be undertaken within
a reasonable amount of time. The multiplexed spectroscopic capability matches that required to observe
a population of galaxies with su�cient density to measure the large-scale overdensity modes required to
understand Inflation.

While we have shown that an exciting cosmological-focused survey is possible with the current baseline
design, increasing the number of fibres would lead to improved accuracy in cosmological parameter mea-
surements and would also provide margin for target selection. Increasing the number of fibres may only
be possible with an increased FoV, but the increase of FoV itself is not important - it is the increase in the
number of fibres provided that is. Moving MSE to the Southern hemisphere would allow the full LSST
dataset to be used for targeting. However, we will have a su�cient photometric depth with CFIS + Union (+
Euclid) in the North to provide targets, so moving to the Southern hemisphere is not crucial for the science
return.

The baseline survey clearly pushes beyond the capabilities of DESI and Euclid into a new regime for galaxy
surveys. The focus of the predictions and design of the survey we have presented have been measuring

Matter-dominated Era for 1.6<z<4.0
Ø 6 independent measurements at ~0.6% of BAO scale
Ø Benchmark to test exotic early Dark Energy models
Ø RSD measurements from 1.9% to 3.6%
Ø Growth rate f~1 at z=4 → Pure measurement of s8



Inflation
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Inflation and non-gaussianity
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DESI

Primordial non-gaussianities a test of inflation 
Ø Inflation also provides an explanation for the origin of the 
primordial perturbations
Ø Primordial fluctuations distributed almost Gaussian with the 
simplest slow-roll models fNL ~ O(10-3)
Ø Alternative inflation models (multi-fields) predict fNL > 1
Ø Galaxy surveys with a large volume can achieve s(fNL)~1

Φ = 𝜑 + 𝑓89. (𝜑< −< 𝜑< >)

Description of the primordial potential F

𝜑 ∶ a gaussian random field
fNL : amplitude of the non-Gaussianity



Forecast for fNL
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eBOSS PFS DESI
MSE(QSO)

MSE(ELG)
MSE(LBG)

MSE(Comb.)
0.0
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1/
�

f N
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Planck

A picture of primordial Universe
Ø CMB is cosmic variance limited : s(fNL)~5
Ø fNL : the MSE QSOs alone are as good as all DESI tracers 
combined or CMB.
Ø All MSE QSO tracers combined: total accuracy s(fNL)~1.8

MSE 
QSO-alone

MSE



Inflation and CMB
Deep field 

observed by HST
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Observation of B modes
Ø CMB is polarized
Ø E modes: parallel or perpendicular to k
Ø B modes: rotated by 45o with respect to k
Ø Prediction of inflation: Production of B-mode with GW at 
angular scales of a degree or larger.
Ø Amplitude of the B modes depends on the inflation models
Ø Ratio r: amplitude of tensor / amplitude of scalar

Wave vector k



Current status on r
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BICEP2 = South pole
ground experiment

Constraints on inflation
Ø r<0.1 with Planck
Ø Constraint twice 
better with BICEP2
Ø Many models still 
possible
ØSlow roll models with 
V’’(F)<0 are favored

𝑛C = d𝑃FGH(k)/dln(k)



Future CMB programs
Complementary approach
Deep field 

observed by HST
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Satellite Mission: LiteBird (2027)  
Ø Project selected by JAXA
Ø International collaboration
Ø Low resolution ~5’
Ø 15 frequencies
Ø 80 bolometers

Ground Mission: CMB-S4 (2025) 
Ø High resolution ~1’
Ø Only a few frequencies
Ø ~500 000 bolometers
Ø Combine several sites (SP, Atacama) 
Ø Adiabatic evolution from existing 
programs (ACTPol, BICEP/Keck, 
Simons Obs…)



Forecasts on r
Deep field 

observed by HST
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Ø LiteBIRD or CMB-S4 
have both sensitivity at 
the order of sr~0.001

Ø Winning bet 
if 0.003<r<0.01

Ø In addition, LiteBIRD
measures t  (see later 
for neutrinos masses)

Measurement

Limit



Neutrino masses
with multi-probes
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Cosmic neutrino background 
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m⌫ ⇠ hpi =
R
pf(p)d3pR
f(p)d3p

= 3.15T⌫ with f(p) =
1

ep/T⌫ + 1

N. Palanque-Delabrouille  — April 26, 2017
44

At early times (Tn ≫ mn), neutrinos contribute as radiation

At late times (Tn ≪ mn), neutrinos contribute as matter

Non-relativistic transition 

Cosmic Microwave
Background Large Scale structures 44

Cosmic Microwave
Background Large Scale structures

⇢⌫ = m⌫n⌫

⇢⌫ / T 4
⌫

znr ⇠ 1900
m⌫

1 eV

N. Palanque-Delabrouille  — Dec. 2, 2016 44

Cosmic Microwave
Background Large Scale structures 44

Radiation Matter Dark energy
Relativistic n’s Non-relativistic n’s

At recombination
mn < 0.6 eV (Smn <1.7) : relativistic
mn > 0.6 eV (Smn >1.7) : matter-like

Ων =
Σmν

93.1eV
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Free-streaming
Free$streaming$

gravitaConal$
potenCal$

x$

iniCal$Cme$

gravitaConal$
potenCal$

x$

later$Cme$

Velocity-dispersion-large-wrt-size-of-poten1al-well-

Neutrinos$escape$from$potenCal$well,$
density$perturbaCons$get$washed$out$

Cold$dark$ma_er$

neutrino$

LCDM massless neutrinos LCDM massive neutrinos

Suppression of 
the small scales
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Matter power spectrum

Ø Analogy with sound: higher at 
certain frequencies 

Ø Real space ⟹ k-space (Mpc-1)

Ø Observation of “total” power 
spectrum with different tracers 
of the matter

Large scales Small scales
keq

Chabanier, et al. (2019) 



Free-streaming:
Ø Wash out the fluctuations 
Ø Suppression of small 

scales in P(k) 

Suppression factor ⟺ Smn
⟺ fn= Wn/Wm

Three probes directly sensitive 
to free-steaming

Ø Galaxy Power spectrum
Ø Weak lensing
Ø Ly-a absorption along the 

line of sight

CMB- lensing is similarly affected 
by free-steaming

47

Impact on matter power spectrum

1.0 eV

0.5 eV
8fn

Wavenumber k (h.Mpc-1)

1D Ly-a

Galaxy LSS

P(
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) 
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CMB

z=4

z=0

Large scales Small scales

Impact in CMB-alone only for non-
relativist neutrinos ⇒ ~1-2 eV limit 

WL
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Neutrino Masses and Hierarchy

Sm > 60 meV Sm > 100 meV

Dm2 > 0 Dm2 < 0

An answer to mass hierarchy with cosmological neutrinos
Ø Particles Physics: atmospheric and solar oscillations
Ø No constraint on absolute masses
Ø 2 possible schemes: normal vs inverted hierarchy
Ø With s(Smn)~20/12 meV,  we measure the mass of the 
neutrinos with a precision better than 3s/5s
Ø With s(Smn)~8 meV, we may have a decision at 5s on 
mass hierarchy
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Current limits on Smn

Ø With Ly-a alone (SDSS/eBOSS+VLT/XQ100): 
Smn < 0.35 eV  @95%CL

Ø With Planck 2018 alone: 
Smn < 0.54 eV  @95%CL

Ø Ly-a combined with CMB (Planck 2018) (just TT)
Smn <0.12 eV  @95%CL

Ø BAO combined with CMB (Planck 2018) (TT,TE,EE and lensing)
Smn <0.12 eV  @95%CL

8s
0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9

n
 mS

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

 Planck (TT+lowE) 2018 

 (eBOSS+XQ100)  a Ly-

 (eBOSS+XQ100) + Planck (TT+lowE) 2018  a Ly-

Planck 2018

Yèche, et al. (2017) 
Palanque-Delabrouille et al.  (2015)



Probes –Projects    
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Gravitational lensing of CMB

CMB

Gravitational weak lensing

o  14$EU$
countries$+$
NASA+$US$
labs$

o  More$than$
120$
insBtutes/
labs$

o  More$than$
1100$
members$

Euclid$ConsorBum$

An$arBst$view$of$the$Euclid$satellite$–$courtesy$ESA$ www.euclid9ec.org$
sci.esa.int/euclid$

Euclid

ea
rly

 IS
W

Lensing



Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
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LSST in a nutshell: 
Ø Site: Cerro Pachon in Chile.
Ø 8.4 m (~6.5m) telescope with 
3.5 deg. FoV
Ø A 3.2-gigapixel digital camera
Ø 15s exposure every 20s.
Ø Six filters ➝ 330-1080 nm 
Ø Infrastructure still in construction
Ø The assembly of the telescope 
begins in Oct. 2019.
Ø Camera almost completed
Ø Science survey starts in 2023

Program for cosmology: 
Ø Supernovae 
Ø BAO with photo-z
Ø Weak lensing 



10 S. Alam et al.

Figure 3. BAO signals in the measured post-reconstruction power spectrum (left panels) and correlation function (right panels) and predictions of the best-fit
BAO models (curves). To isolate the BAO in the monopole (top panels), predictions of a smooth model with the best-fit cosmological parameters but no BAO
feature have been subtracted, and the same smooth model has been divided out in the power spectrum panel. For clarity, vertical offsets of ±0.15 (power
spectrum) and ±0.004 (correlation function) have been added to the points and curves for the high- and low-redshift bins, while the intermediate redshift
bin is unshifted. For the quadrupole (middle panels), we subtract the quadrupole of the smooth model power spectrum, and for the correlation function we
subtract the quadrupole of a model that has the same parameters as the best-fit but with ✏ = 0. If reconstruction were perfect and the fiducial model were
exactly correct, the curves and points in these panels would be flat; oscillations in the model curves indicate best-fit ✏ 6= 0. The bottom panels show the
measurements for the 0.4 < z < 0.6 redshift bin decomposed into the component of the separations transverse to and along the line of sight, based on
x(p, µ) = x0(p) + L2(µ)x2(p), where x represents either s

2 multiplied by the correlation function or the BAO component power spectrum displayed in the
upper panels, p represents either the separation or the Fourier mode, L2 is the 2nd order Legendre polynomial, p|| = µp, and p? =

p
p2 � µ2p2.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

Probes - Projects  
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BAO

3D power spectrum  - RSD

o  14$EU$
countries$+$
NASA+$US$
labs$

o  More$than$
120$
insBtutes/
labs$

o  More$than$
1100$
members$

Euclid$ConsorBum$

An$arBst$view$of$the$Euclid$satellite$–$courtesy$ESA$ www.euclid9ec.org$
sci.esa.int/euclid$

DESI

Euclid

MSE

13.3 Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

Figure 13.4: Left panel: Galaxy angular auto power spectra in five redshift bins (shifted for clarity). The central
photometric redshift of each bin is as labeled, and the bin width is proportional to 1 + z, increasing from 0.07 to
0.16 for the bins shown. We assume photometric redshift errors with rms �z = 0.05(1 + z). The BAO features are
prominent at multipole ` of several hundred. The gray area indicates the statistical error (cosmic variance and shot
noise) per multipole for the bin centered at z = 1.66. Each power spectrum is shown to a value of ` beyond which
nonlinear evolution would significantly contaminate our analysis. The flattening of the power spectra at ` & 1000,
visible for the high-redshift curves, is due to shot noise. Right panel: Cross power spectra Pij(`) between bin i

centered at z = 1.66 and bin j centered at z = 1.22 (4th neighbor, dotted line), 1.43 (2nd neighbor, dashed line),
1.66 (solid line), 1.92 (2nd neighbor, dash-dotted line), and 2.20 (4th neighbor, long-dash-dotted line). These quantify
the e↵ect of overlap between these bins, and can be used to quantify the photometric redshift error distribution.

power spectrum at any redshift. A direct application of the fitting formula to the CDM power
spectrum would cause a large shift of the BAO features. In addition, it has di�culty processing
power spectra that have an oscillating logarithmic slope (Zhan 2006). Thus, we calculate the
multiplicative nonlinear correction to a linear matter power spectrum with no BAO features that
otherwise matches the CDM power spectrum (Eisenstein & Hu 1999), and apply this ratio to the
linear CDM power spectrum with BAO features (see also Eisenstein et al. 2005).

We assign LSST galaxies to 30 bins from photometric redshift of 0.15 to 3.5 with the bin width
proportional to 1 + z in order to match the photometric redshift rms, �z = 0.05(1 + z). The left
panel of Figure 13.4 shows five auto power spectra labeled with their central photometric redshift.
One can clearly identify the BAO features at multipole ` & 100 despite the radial averaging over
the bin width. Note that the broadband turnover in Figure 13.4 between ` = 10 and 100 does not
directly correspond to the broadband turnover in the three-dimensional matter power spectrum
P (k). In full calculations without the Limber approximation, the angular power spectrum becomes
flat on large scales (see, e.g., Loverde & Afshordi 2008). Since we exclude modes ` < 40 and since
smaller scale modes carry more statistical power, the errors of the Limber approximation on large
scales have little impact on our results. The flattening of the z = 2.05 and 2.50 power spectra at
` & 1000 is due to the shot noise. However, this is not relevant, because the shot noise depends
on binning (hence, n̄i); what is relevant is the amount of information that can be extracted with
a particular binning scheme (see Zhan 2006).

The right panel of Figure 13.4 shows four cross power spectra between the bin centered on z = 1.66
and its neighbors. The auto spectrum at z = 1.66 is included for reference. The amplitude of the
cross power spectrum is largely determined by the overlap between the two bins in true redshift

471

Angular power spectrum 



DESI and Euclid forecast for Smn
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o  14$EU$
countries$+$
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DESI

Euclid

2. Scientific Objectives 
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CMB constraints. Current γ constraints are taken from Rapetti et al. (2009) who make a measurement under 
the assumption of flatness; we do not make this assumption, so the improvement derived for this parameter 
should be considered a conservative estimate. 
Table 2.2: A summary of the forecasted cosmology constraints from Euclid. The figure of merit (FoM) is listed in the 
last column. Note that a larger FoM is better. Euclid Primary: Combined constraints from Euclid weak lensing 
tomography and galaxy clustering. Euclid All: Constraints from primary probes combined with galaxy clusters and 
ISW. Current constraints from Rapetti et al. (2009), Komatsu et al. (2010) and Suzuki et al. (2011). Improvement 
Factor: improvement over the current constraints compared to the Euclid+Planck case. For modified gravity a simple 
parameterisation of the growth factor f(z)=Ωm

γ is used. The neutrino mass mν/eV is the total mass summed over all 
species, assuming a degenerate hierarchy. All constraints are 1σ predicted errors marginalised over all other 
parameters (Ωm: 0.25, ΩΛ: 0.75, Ωb: 0.0445, σ8: 0.8, ns: 1.0, h: 0.7). Here we use expected 2-point (TT, ET, EE, BB) 
correlations from Planck, and do not include CMB lensing. 

 Modified 
Gravity Dark Matter Initial 

Conditions Dark Energy 

Parameter Ȗ mȞ/eV fNL wp wa FoM 

Euclid Primary  0.010 0.027 5.5 0.015 0.150 430 

Euclid All 0.009 0.020 2.0 0.013 0.048 1540 

Euclid+Planck 0.007 0.019 2.0 0.007 0.035 4020 

Current 0.200 0.580 100 0.100 1.500 ~10 

Improvement Factor 30 30 50 >10 >50 >300 

 
The FoM provides a convenient way to assess the statistical power of a combination of measurements, but 
does not take into account the detrimental effects of systematic errors. Hence a means to assess the influence 
of such biases is critical: the FOM only makes sense if systematic errors are negligible. In this particular 
respect, the Euclid mission can be compared to HST Key Project on the Hubble constant H0, which primarily 
focused on reducing the systematics on absolute calibration of a few highly resolved Cepheids (Freedman et 
al., 2001). The primary strength of Euclid is its control of biases produced by systematics and on the use of 
several methods jointly, applied to the same survey. The primary probes are individually sufficiently precise 
to test for consistency between results. This ability is critical given the profound implications of an observed 
deviation from the concordance model and is lost if the statistical uncertainty of any individual probe is large 
compared to the objective. Although a FoM~400 may appear achievable if current constraints are combined 
with future data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES 1 ), the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey 
(BOSS2), and Planck, the relatively large uncertainties of the individual ground-based probes prevents their 
internal consistency to be determined. The debate about the value of the H0 provides a well-known example: 
both sides claimed small statistical uncertainties (i.e. large FoM), yet the actual values were different. 

Our forecast results are an improvement over the numbers presented in the Yellow Book (Assessment Phase 
Study Report) because we now include the full galaxy power spectrum. Previously only the localised BAO 
peak position was used, which contains less information. We also include realistic secondary dark energy 
probes for the “Euclid All” scenario in Table 2.2. By themselves the secondary probes constrain the dark 
energy properties to Δwp=0.05 and FoM=55; however in combination with the weak lensing and clustering 
results, the sum is much more than the individual parts leading to a substantially improvement FoM>1500. 
The results presented here are consistent with the findings of the ESA-ESO working group on fundamental 
cosmology (Peacock et al., 2006), the NASA Dark Energy Task Force (Albrecht et al., 2006) as well as 
numerous papers available on the predicted constraints obtainable for the Euclid cosmological probes. 

                                                      
1 http://www.darkenergysurvey.org/reports/proposal-standalone.pdf 
2 http://www.sdss3.org/collaboration/description.pdf and Eisenstein et al. (2011) 

Ø DESI and Euclid combined with Planck give s(mn)~20 meV

2 SCIENCE MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS 32

Table 2.11: Constraints on the sum of neutrino masses from DESI forecasts in combination with
constraints from the Planck satellite. The experiment combinations are identified as described in
the caption of Table 2.10. The last four cases include the information from Planck and DESI BAO
measurements. Fiducial values are ⌃m⌫ = 0.06 eV, N⌫,e↵ = 3.04. ⌃m⌫ constraints assume fixed
N⌫ , while N⌫ is marginalized over ⌃m⌫ .

Data �⌃m⌫
[eV] �N⌫,e↵

Planck 0.56 0.19
Planck + BAO 0.087 0.18
Gal (kmax = 0.1hMpc�1) 0.030 0.13
Gal (kmax = 0.2hMpc�1) 0.021 0.083
Ly-↵ forest 0.041 0.11
Ly-↵ forest + Gal (kmax = 0.2) 0.020 0.062

2.5.2 Neutrinos

The e↵ects of neutrinos in cosmology are well understood (for a review, see [165]). They decou-
ple from the cosmic plasma when the temperature of the Universe is about 1 MeV, just before
electron-positron annihilation. While ultra-relativistic, they behave as extra radiation (albeit not
electromagnetically coupled) with a temperature equal to (4/11)1/3 of the temperature of the cos-
mic microwave background. As the Universe expands and cools, they become non-relativistic and
ultimately behave as additional dark matter.

Neutrino Mass

The mass of neutrinos has two important e↵ects in the Universe [165]. First, as the neutrinos become
non-relativistic after the time of CMB decoupling they contribute to the background evolution in
the same way as baryons or dark matter, instead of becoming completely negligible as they would
if massless (like photons). This a↵ects anything sensitive to the background expansion rate, e.g.,
BAO distance measurements. Second, the process of neutrinos becoming non-relativistic imprints
a characteristic scale in the power spectra of fluctuations. This is termed the ‘free-streaming
scale’ and is roughly equal to the distance a typical neutrino has traveled while it is relativistic.
Fluctuations on smaller scales are suppressed by a non-negligible amount, of the order of a few
percent. This allows us to put limits on the neutrino masses.

From neutrino mixing experiments we know the di↵erences of the squares of masses of the
neutrino mass eigenstates. The splitting between the two states with similar masses is �m2

21
=

(7.50 ± 0.20) ⇥ 10�5 eV2, while the splitting between the highest and lowest masses squared is
�m2

32
= 2.32+0.12

0.08 ⇥ 10�3 eV2. Two things are not known: the absolute mass scale, and whether
the two states close together are more or less massive than the third state. In what is called the
normal hierarchy, the close states are less massive. In this configuration, the lowest possible masses
in eV are 0, 0.009, and 0.048, so the minimal sum of neutrino masses is 0.057 eV. In the inverted
hierarchy, the minimal masses are 0, 0.048, and 0.049 eV, for a total of 0.097 eV. This is shown in
Figure 2.14.

Table 2.11 shows our projected ⌃m⌫ constraints, obtained through Fisher matrix calculations
as discussed above and in [95].

With a projected resolution of 0.020 eV, DESI will make a precision measurement of the sum of
the neutrino masses independent of the hierarchy and therefore determine the absolute mass scale
for neutrinos, a measurement that is otherwise very challenging. Furthermore, if the masses were



CMB-S4 and LSST forecast for Smn
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7

FIG. 3. Left: Forecast error on ⌃m⌫ achievable with CMB-S4 (grey), LSST shear (blue), LSST clustering (red), LSST clustering
and shear (green) and all together (orange), combined with Planck primary CMB data as described in Sec. IIIA, in the presence
of an uncertain dark energy equation of state. Center, right: Forecast error on w0 and wa with di↵erent combinations of probes,
revealing the degeneracies with ⌃m⌫ in each case. The corresponding forecast values are given in Tab. II.

FIG. 4. Achievable constraints on ⌃m⌫ (blue), w0 (bur-
gundy), wa (green) and ⌦k (yellow) as a function of the CMB
noise level in intensity NT . Forecasts are shown as a ratio
to the constraints achievable for a 1µKarcmin experiment.
Although w0, wa and ⌦k do not degrade significantly with
NT , the uncertainty on the sum of neutrino masses could im-
prove by ⇠ 40% from a Stage-3 experiment (⇠ 10µKarcmin)
to S4. Also shown (dotted blue) are the achievable con-
straints on ⌃m⌫ when w0, wa and ⌦k are fixed to their fiducial
⇤CDM values. The relative degradation with increasing CMB
noise level is much more modest in this case.

that an improved measurement of ⌧ is vital to break
the degeneracy with the amplitude of scalar perturba-
tions, not only for CMB-based measurements as found
in Allison et al. [7], but also for large-scale structure
surveys aiming to constrain neutrino mass. We also note
that, in the absence of S4, LSST alone would benefit
less from a better measurement of ⌧ , projecting only
a minimal improvement on �(⌃m⌫). Finally, we find
that improving the optical depth measurement has little
impact on the w0, wa and ⌦k forecast constraints.

Setup �(⌃m⌫) �(⌃m⌫) �(⌦k) �(w0) �(wa)
[meV] [meV] [⇥10�3]

S4 73 111 0.79 1.14 2.46
( + DESI BAO) 29 76 0.48 0.13 0.41
LSST-clustering 69 91 3.33 0.42 1.22
LSST-shear 41 120 2.99 0.19 0.57

LSST-shear+clust 32 72 2.06 0.11 0.33
S4+LSST 23 28 0.49 0.10 0.26

- 24 0.49 - -

TABLE II. Forecast constraints on ⌃m⌫ from various combi-
nations of probes combined with Planck primary CMB data as
described in Sec. IIIA. The first column assumes the ⇤CDM
model. The second allows for degeneracies with the spa-
tial curvature and a two-parameter dark energy equation of
state. The minimal mass sum in a normal hierarchy is ⌃m⌫ ⇡
60 meV, and ⌃m⌫ ⇡ 100 meV in an inverted hierarchy.

Setup �(⌃m⌫) �(⌃m⌫) �(⌦k) �(w0) �(wa)
(+CV-⌧) [meV] [meV] [⇥10�3]

LSST-clustering 69 91 3.3 0.42 1.20
LSST-shear 31 117 2.82 0.18 0.55

LSST-shear+clust 24 72 1.99 0.11 0.31
S4+LSST 14 21 0.49 0.10 0.26

- 15 0.49 - -

TABLE III. Forecast constraints on ⌃m⌫ as in Tab. II but
including a cosmic variance-limited ⌧ measurement matching
LiteBIRD sensitivity.

Additional BAO measurements

Primordial oscillations in the baryon-photon fluid im-
print characteristic geometric information in the distri-
bution of galaxies, known as Baryon Acoustic Oscilla-
tions (BAO). Massive neutrinos are sensitive to the BAO
scale through the angular diameter distance dA(z) and
expansion rate H(z). While galaxy clustering as mea-
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TABLE III. Forecast constraints on ⌃m⌫ as in Tab. II but
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Additional BAO measurements

Primordial oscillations in the baryon-photon fluid im-
print characteristic geometric information in the distri-
bution of galaxies, known as Baryon Acoustic Oscilla-
tions (BAO). Massive neutrinos are sensitive to the BAO
scale through the angular diameter distance dA(z) and
expansion rate H(z). While galaxy clustering as mea-

Ø Degeneracy with other cosmological parameters (Wk,w0,wa,…)
Ø Strong degeneracy between t and mn for CMB lensing 
Ø Need a measurement of t with CMB polarization (LiteBird)
Ø LSST+S4+LiteBird gives s(mn)~14 meV

LiteBird
arXiv:2803.07561, S. Mishra-Sharma et al.
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A most precise measurement of neutrino mass
Ø With CMB(S4), accuracy on neutrino masses s(Smn)~8 meV
Ø Measure the neutrino masses and test the mass hierarchy 
Ø Neutrino mass hierarchy at 5s as precise as DUNE (n beams) 

Current DESI
+Planck MSE

+Planck MSE + DESI

+Planck MSE + DESI

+CMB(S4)
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DESI

Dark Energy – Dark Matter -2025
Ø With BAO (DESI, Euclid) and LSST (BAO-2D & WL)

General Relativity – New models of Gravity 2025
Ø With RSD (DESI, Euclid) and LSST (WL)

Inflation - Neutrinos – 2028-2032
Ø First constraints with 3D survey with DESI and Euclid
Ø With CMB (LiteBIRD,S4) and later MSE (or similar)

o  14$EU$
countries$+$
NASA+$US$
labs$

o  More$than$
120$
insBtutes/
labs$

o  More$than$
1100$
members$

Euclid$ConsorBum$

An$arBst$view$of$the$Euclid$satellite$–$courtesy$ESA$ www.euclid9ec.org$
sci.esa.int/euclid$

DESI MSEEuclid

LiteBIRD
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